
SensXtend Extension Kit 
Wi-Fi Sensor / SensXtend 

User Guide

START HERE:

Scan QR code now to download
the LeakSmart app!
Follow the instructions in the app to setup your
new sensor. Use this guide for any questions.
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A Triple Threat to Leaks Everywhere

This SensXtend kit comes with one 4' rope sensor that senses water 
along its entire surface. One optional 4' extension cable is included  
to extend the rope sensor’s reach along walls or cabinets where  
water detection may not be needed. Our patented SensXtend dock  
with Tri-port Technology allows up to three separate rope extensions  

 
the coverage across your home. Contact your local contractor or head  

Water heater 

Washing machine

Kitchen sink

Dishwasher

Refrigerator ice maker/water line

Bathroom sinks

Sensor Placement 

We understand that every home is unique, so our water sensors and 
accessories are customizable to suit your home’s needs. Use the 
LeakSmart Sensor on its own in places where water is likely to pool 

areas, add the SensXtend dock and rope sensor.  

have spent countless hours researching where leaks happen most 
and have developed the following list of areas sensors should be 
placed to provide coverage across your home:

Toilets

Sump pumps

Basement walls prone to leaks

basement or stored goods

HVAC Drip Pans in basement or 
garage
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Encuentra nuestro manual en español en LeakSmart.com/support/manuals/
Register your system at LeakSmart.com/support/registration/
Troubleshooting: LeakSmart.com/frequently-asked-questions/
LeakSmart is compatible with other smart home products. Check out LeakSmart.com/integrations
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LeakSmart Sensor
AA Batteries (2)

You will need:

• Wi-Fi

• An iOS or Android phone or tablet 

• A free LeakSmart account

1

2

Sensor Dock with Tri-Port Technology™  
Rope Sensor (4')
Extension Cable (4')
Screws (2)
Wall Anchors (2)
Adhesive pad
Magnet
Cable Clips (2)
User Guide
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SensXtend Components:

Setup Requirements

Wi-Fi Sensor Components:
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SensXtend components may be sold separately

SensXtend Extension Kit 
Wi-Fi Sensor / SensXtend 

User Guide

START HERE:

Scan QR code now to download
the LeakSmart app!
Follow the instructions in the app to setup your
new sensor. Use this guide for any questions
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Battery compartment: temporarily remove  
door using Phillips head screwdriver.

Choose OK in the app to indicate  
your sensor has a QR code.

AA batteries: install two batteries after 
temporarily removing battery door. 

Use the Phillips head screwdriver to remove the battery 
compartment door from the LeakSmart Wi-Fi Sensor. 
Install the two provided AA batteries, but 
DO NOT REPLACE THE BATTERY DOOR.  
• A chirp from the sensor indicates that the batteries 

have been installed. 
Open the LeakSmart app on your phone or tablet.
Tap Add Devices from the home screen and choose 
SENSOR.   
Press the black button inside the battery compartment of 

Note: Setup requires a Phillips head screwdriver. 

Next, choose OK to indicate there is a QR Code in the battery 
chamber. 

LeakSmart Wi-Fi Sensor Setup and Operation

1

2
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LeakSmart Wi-Fi Sensor Setup and Operation
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Black button: to pair the sensor to the 
hub, press this button once.

Battery compartment: replace door 
once sensor is successfully paired.

Sensor: 
light and three quick beeps indicate 
that the pairing is successful.

the LeakSmart Sensor one time.
Select the Wi-Fi network and enter the password. 
     When the pairing is successful, a green light on top of the     
 
     quick beeps.     
The sensor will now be visible within the app on the home 
screen. 
With the sensor successfully paired, replace the battery 
compartment door.  

Note: Pairing mode will last for sixty seconds. If 
you don’t successfully pair the sensor(s) before 
the sixty-second pairing mode ends, you’ll have 
to start over at step 4.

LeakSmart Wi-Fi Sensor Setup and OperationLeakSmart Wi-Fi Sensor Setup and Operation
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Select the sensor in the app to set temperature and 
humidity limits by sliding the toggle button from left to 
right. 
     If you are worried about freezing pipes, we recommend
     setting the lower temperature to 20 F.
     If you are worried about humidity causing mold, we 
     recommend setting the upper humidity limit to 40%. 
Activate alerts for movement by also sliding the toggle 
button left to right. 

 

settings.
   Tap Protect  
   water and send alerts when it detects a leak. This mode  

   Tap Detect-Only to have this sensor only send alerts  
   when it detects a leak.

1

2

Temperature & Humidity Settings & Alerts Protect/Detect Settings & Alerts

1a

1b

2a

1

2

1a

1b

Tap Finish.
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SensXtend Sensor Dock Screw and Wall Anchor Instructions

Note: If the pilot hole is not large enough for the wall 
anchors, enlarge the hole slightly instead of trying to 

the claw end of the hammer to gently remove the 
anchor if this happens.

Once the wall anchors are in place, align the screw holes on 
the sensor dock with the wall anchors and insert the screws 
with a screwdriver or drill. Be sure to tighten the sensor dock 
enough so it does not move, but be careful not to over-tighten 
and crack the sensor dock.

SensXtend Sensor Dock Screw and Wall Anchor Instructions

Determine where the sensor dock will be placed and use a 
pencil to mark where the screws will be placed on the wall. 
Use a screwdriver or drill to create a pilot hole (a hole smaller 
than the wall anchors provided).
Once the pilot holes are created, press the wall anchors into 
the wall. Tap the head of the anchor lightly with a hammer 

1

2

3

4
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Peel the adhesive cover that states: ”apply this side to 
sensor” from the pad or magnet and apply it to the back 
of the sensor dock.  

• For walls or other non-metal surfaces:
Peel the adhesive cover from the side of the pad that 

to the wall.
• For metal surfaces:

Simply place the sensor dock with applied magnet to a 
metal surface.

SensXtend Sensor Dock Adhesive Pad and Magnet Mount Instructions

Once the sensor dock is in place, slide the LeakSmart 

of the sensor and aligning them with the pins on the 
sensor dock. Firmly press into place.
Plug the extension cable or rope sensor cable into any of 
the 3 ports on the sensor dock.  

SensXtend Sensor Placement, Extension Cable and Rope Sensor Assembly

Align gold pins  
on sensor with 
pins on sensor 
dock.

1

1

1

2

1

Note: The extension cable is optional; the rope sensor will 
detect leaks without the extension cable as needed. Do  
not allow the rope sensor to cross over onto itself. This will 
create a false positive where the sensor will think it has 
detected a leak when no actual leak is there.
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Note: The extension cable is optional; the rope sensor 
will work without the extension cable when plugged 
directly into any of the three dock input ports.

Add as many extension cables or rope sensors as needed 
to cover the leak-prone areas in your home. One sensor 
dock can accommodate 3 separate rope paths that 
extend up to 100' each.

SensXtend Sensor Placement, Extension Cable 
and Rope Sensor Assembly

Connect rope sensors 
up to 100' per line 
to cover area in 3 
separate directions.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference.
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired 
operation.
 
15.21

15.105(b) 
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant 
to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful 
interference in a residential installation.  

This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.  However, there is 
no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.  If this equipment does cause harmful 

user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna
• Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver
• 

This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment. This equipment 
should be installed and operated with minimum distance of 20 cm between the radiator and your body.

FCC – Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity

Responsible Party – LeakSmart Inc. U.S.
Contact Information – 24455 Aurora Road, Bedford Heights, OH 44146 – (885) 532-5768

FCC Compliance Statement
1. This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this 
device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including 
interference that may cause undesired operation. 

user’s authority to operate the equipment.

FCC Compliances:

Sensors Compliance: 
Contains FCC ID: 2AC7Z-ESPWROOM32D  |  IC: 21098-ESPWROOM32D
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Designed in the U.S.A. Made in China.
© 2021 LeakSmart, Inc. All rights reserved.
8850900/8851900

Questions? Contact our technical service team: 855-532-5457 | customer-service@leaksmart.com

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use 
TM ®.  

Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

CERTIFICATION


